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Abstract 
The paper presents methods for protocol analysis and verification, based on the observation of 
simulations of a formal description, written in Estelle. The methods were experimented during 
the development of an Estelle specification for the new definition of the Xpress Transport 
Protocol (XTP), revision 4.0. Starting from a set of proposed modifications of the previous 
revision, the development included the identification and the verification of the solutions for 
accomplishing the protocol functions, using the new definitions of the protocol mechanisms. 
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1 INTRODUCTION 

The aim of this study was to explore verification and analysis methods that can offer support 
for the development of complex communication protocols, based on the formal specification in 
Estelle (ISO, 1989). The Xpress Transport Protocol (XTP), a relevant example for the current 
trends in protocol design, was selected as an application. 

XTP was developed by Protocol Engines (USA), as a transfer layer protocol (transport and 
network layers) for high speed networks and a large range of services (Weaver, 1994). It was 
called, up to revision 3.6, the Xpress Transfer Protocol (XTP, 1992). The core of XTP is a 
"toolbox" of simple mechanisms (a lightweight transport), that can be combined in various 
ways, adapted to different user requirements and properties of the lower-layer service. 

This study continues a previous one, dedicated to XTP 3.6, performed at Institut National 
des Telecommunications (INT), Evry (Lallet, 1994). 
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The protocol is currently promoted by the XTP Forum, which decided recently to make a 
set of important modifications to the definition, including the elimination of the network layer 
functions. The new version is called the Xpress Transport Protocol, revision 4.0 (XTP, 1995). 

This study started from the brief description of the proposed modifications of the revision 
3.6, distributed by the XTP Forum in July 1994. Therefore, the main tasks in the development 
of the Estelle specification were to identifY and to verify the solutions for accomplishing the 
protocol functions, using the new definitions of the mechanisms. 

The analysis and verification methods are based on the observation of simulations of the 
Estelle specification, using the Estelle Development Toolset (EDT) (Budkowski, 1992). The 
approach tries to offer an insight of the protocol operation, necessary for verifying both the 
correctness and the efficiency of the accomplishment of the protocol functions, by the set of 
mechanisms involved. The application of the methods in this phase of the design of XTP 4.0 
was considered a convincing test of their efficacy. 

2 ESTELLE SPECIFICATION OF XTP 4.0 

The specification was based, initially, on the preliminary description of the modifications, and 
was recently updated according to the official definition (XTP, 1995). However, the original 
solutions concerning the utilization of some XTP mechanisms for achieving the protocol 
functions were maintained (a partial description is given in (Catrina, 1995)). They do not affect 
the interoperability with implementations based on the official definition. In about 7500 lines, 
the current version of the Estelle specification covers the main XTP functions, for unicast and 
multicast modes, except for several features partially specified. 

An XTP entity is modeled in Estelle by the XTP module, with the structure depicted in 
figure 1. It includes two types of modules: 

• Module CoNTEXT performs the main functions for a transport connection (association). 
• Module NETW _ INTF is the interface with a connectionless network service. 
The XTP module is mainly responsible for association management. An array of CoNTEXT 

status records is shared by the NETW _ INTF module and the XTP module, for this purpose. 
CONTEXT instances are dynamically created by the XTP module, for the duration of an 
association. When the user requests a passive open of an association (TLSTreq), the XTP 
module creates a listening CoNTEXT instance, prepared for an incoming association set-up call. 
When the user requests an active open of an association (TCONreq), the XTP module creates 
an active CoNTEXT instance, that initiates the establishment of an association, by sending a 
FIRST packet. A listening CoNTEXT becomes active when the NETW _ INTF module receives an 
appropriate FIRST packet. A CoNTEXT instance is released when it signals to the XTP module 
that the association is closed. 

The XTP packets are represented in Estelle by data structures, called in the following 
logical paclrets, corresponding to the structure of packet segments types and their fields. 
Outgoing XTP (logical) packets, are built by the NETW _ INTF module from the messages sent 
by the CoNTEXT instances. They are delivered to the network layer, associated with the source 
and the destination network addresses, as parameters of the NDATreq interaction. Incoming 
XTP (logical) packets are extracted by the NETW _ INTF module from NDATind interactions. If 
the NETW _ INTF module finds an appropriate listening or active CONTEXT, it delivers the packet, 
otherwise it discards the packet (and it may reply with a diagnostic packet). 
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Figure 1 XTP module structure (the list of transport service primitives is partial). 

The structure of the CONTEXT module is also depicted in Figure I. The main functional 
modules are the SENDER, responsible for the outgoing packet stream, and the RECEIVER, 

responsible for the incoming packet stream. The SENDER treats the service requests interactions 
from the user and returns appropriate confirmation interactions. The RECEIVER delivers the 
service indication interactions to the user and treats the response interactions. The 
communication link between the two modules allows them to indicate events and to transfer 
status information, as a result of received packets and of dialogues with the user. When a 
CONTEXT receives a packet, the RECEIVER updates the status of the incoming stream from the 
received data and control information, then forwards to the SENDER the control information, 
together with the values of the relevant updated status variables. 

The multiplexer modules offer an interface that isolates the SENDER and the RECEIVER 

modules from the environment of the CoNTEXT. For instance, separate tests of the CONTEXT 

module needed only minor modifications of the multiplexers, while the complex simulation 
environment and the modules SENDER and RECEIVER remained unchanged. 

A service definition is not available, so that a generic transport service was conceived. It uses 
a minimal, flexible, set of interactions, that allow the simulation of the different types of service 
intended to be offered by XTP, for appropriate values of the parameters (reliable/unreliable 
data grams, transactions, connections, etc.). After the definition of an actual transport service, 
the adaptation to the generic service will be done by the upper multiplexer, to maintain 
unmodified the modules SENDER and RECEIVER. 
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3 FRAMEWORK OF THE VERIFICATION AND ANALYSIS METHODS 

3.1 Overview 

The main components involved in the verification process are depicted in figure 2. The 
simulations are made with the Estelle specification of a system consisting of the protocol 
entities and of their environment: the service users and the service provider. 

The environment modules are configurable, to allow the generation of a large set of 
simulation scenarios, without modifYing the Estelle specification. 

Figure 2 Verification method: main components and their interactions. 

The automatic verification is done "on the fly", during the simulation, by verification 
automata. The verification automata are based on the description of the intended behavior of a 
protocol mechanism or function. They observe the actual behavior of the mechanism at an 
interface, called observation, and compare it with the intended behavior. 

During an interactive simulation, the execution is directly controlled by the human 
operator, in various ways. Typically, automatic verification is combined with the visual 
inspection of components of the current global situation. 

An extensive simulation consists of repeated runs of a simulation scenario, with random 
variation of some execution parameters and automatic verification. 

The interactive simulations are useful during an initial, lower confidence phase (specification 
and scenario debugging). The operator can guide the simulation through a set of relevant 
situations, for a preliminary check. However, the number of simulation runs that can be 
observed is very limited, so that a second phase, of extensive simulations, is mandatory. 

The Estelle Development Toolset (EDT) (Budkowski, 1992) offers the necessary support. It 
includes the Estelle Compiler (Ec), the Estelle Simulator/debugger (Edb) and the Universal 
Test Driver Generator (UTDG). Ec translates the Estelle specification into C language source 
code, after a complete static analysis (lexical, syntactical and semantical). Edb builds a meta
implementation of the specification and allows interactive and extensive simulations. It offers a 
rich command language, with functions that can access information related to the current global 
situation of the specification, for evaluation, modification or displaying. Edb commands, 
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embedded in control structures, if necessary, can be grouped in macros and observers - the 
main tools for the implementation and the verification of simulation scenarios. The observers 
can be chained, enabled, disabled or deleted. The sequence of enabled observers is executed at 
every computation step. Typically, an observer describes a global situation that has to be 
studied and the actions to be taken when it is detected. UTDG builds automatically simple 
simulation environments. 

3.2 Simulation environment 

The basic configuration used for the simulation of the XTP 4.0 specification appears in figure 
3. Other configurations consisted of isolated CoNTEXT instances, for separate verification, or 
larger sets ofXTP instances, for the simulation of multicast associations. 

u_sap 

XTP[l] 

Medium 

u_sap 

XTP[l] 

m_sap[l) m_sap[2] m_sap[n] 

Transmission 

reordering. 

Medium module 

Figure 3 Configuration used for the simulations. Model of the MEDIUM module. 

Module MEDIUM models a connectionless network layer service. It allows the verification 
and analysis of error control and flow control procedures and performance measurements. 

The medium can be configured as half-duplex or full-duplex. The transfer modes range 
from an ideal, error free medium, to an unreliable one, that can lose and/or duplicate and/or 
reorder packets, and from a medium with no delays, to one with non-null transmission and/or 
propagation delays, with constant or random values. Loss, duplication and reordering are 
mutually exclusive events that occur with selectable probability values. 

Module UsER is able to perform the operations defined for the XTP-USER interface and 
designed to be guided from the Edb environment, for the simulation of different scenarios. 

Request transitions - enabled by the scenario, send service requests. Indication transitions -
enabled by the input interactions, process XTP service indications. USER instructions are 
sequences of Edb commands (macros), that define service requests. They assign values to the 
USER variables associated to the service requests and enable request transitions, by setting 
command flags. The USER may get an instruction while the simulation is stopped, from the Edb 
command line, or when it is running, from an observer. 

The UsER module offers a permanent, minimal, verification, that includes the sequence of 
primitives received from XTP and the complete and orderly byte stream delivery. 

All the parameters of the two modules can be examined and modified during the simulation, 
to facilitate the control of interactive simulations and the design of scenarios. 
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4 PROTOCOL ANALYSIS AND VERIFICATION 

4.1 Basic concepts 

Verification limits 
The verification is based on a description of the intended behavior of the system, which is 
compared with the actual behavior. The accuracy of these two models determine the 
confidence we can have in the result offered by the verification method. 

System complexity is usually managed by a decomposition into a set of orthogonal 
functions, that can be verified separately. This applies, for example, to a protocol stack, 
conceived with well defined interfaces between layers. 

However, for some layer, the protocol mechanisms are tightly coupled. Several mechanisms 
may use a common set of protocol data units (with distinct or common parameters), to carry 
status information between peer entities, and may also share some local parameters (state 
variables of a protocol entity). A separate analysis and verification of the functions, based on a 
decomposition of the protocol entity, implies the risk of not taking into account some 
dependencies. On the other hand, exhaustive verification methods often fail, due to "states 
explosion", when applied to the complete specification of a real life protocol (Holtzman, 1991 ). 

These remarks are particularly important for XTP, which is conceived as a "toolbox" of 
simple mechanisms, that are combined in various ways, to perform more complex functions. 

For complete specifications of real life protocols, verification methods that attempt only 
partial exploration of the state space have to be taken into account (Jard, 1991, Groz, 1989). A 
partial verification method can only detect failures in the achievement of the intended behavior, 
without proving the correctness. However, significant improvements of the protocol design and 
of the reliability of the implementations can be obtained (Lallet, 1994). 

In the approach suggested in the following, the verification focuses successively on 
individual functions, in order to reduce the complexity of the verified properties. The behavior 
of each function is observed, during simulations, at a conceptual interface, without any 
modification of the Estelle specification and during normal interworking with the others 
functions, within the module. The verification is made "on the fly", without storing the 
intermediate states (only a selective trace is partially saved). 

Failures and errors 
Several issues determine the efficacy of this approach. First, a scenario able to activate the 
mechanism (or the aggregation of mechanisms) that fails has to be simulated. Next, the 
simulation of the scenario has to activate the error, i.e., has to cover a sequence of states that 
leads to the failure. Finally, the automatic verification has to be able to detect the failure (the 
failed property has to be included in the currently checked properties). 

Classes of simulation scenarios can be derived from a functional analysis of the system, to 
improve the coverage of the states space. The verification of the accomplishment of the 
protocol functions can be performed automatically, during extensive simulations of these 
scenarios, with random variation of certain parameters for each simulation run. 

From error activation to failure detection, the evolution of the protocol may include a large 
number of computation steps. A solution is to store the intermediate states, for backtracking to 
the cause of the failure. This solution may require important memory resources, especially for 
simulations with many, complex, module instances (e.g., a multicast communication). Edb can 
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only store a selective simulation trace, in a file. However, assuming extensive simulations 
consisting of repeated runs of a scenario and the possibility to re-play a simulation run, failure 
detection and error identification can be done without storing intermediate states. The failure 
detection phase indicates a simulation run that ends with a failure, using a convenient model of 
the intended behavior. The error identification phase consists in the verification of this 
simulation run, with more detailed models (the failure indicates what to focus on). 

Efficiency issues 
In a traditional approach of protocol verification, one is just content to prove that the user gets 
its service, without checking how does the protocol actually achieve it. However, shortcomings 
in protocol design may lead either to a complete failure of the service, or only to a degradation 
in terms of performance and to an inefficient use of the system's resources. 

The protocol designer has to find out if a protocol function is actually achieved as efficiently 
as he imagined. Many situations when the protocol behavior was less efficient then we elCJiected 
were detected during the experiments with the XTP specification. Typically, they were caused 
by conflicts between mechanisms, leading to a delayed activation or termination of some 
mechanism and/or an excessive number of exchanged packets. A simple example, involving the 
XTP flow control, error control and acknowledgment mechanisms, can point out the problem. 
Selective retransmission was added to the XTP toolset to reduce retransmission on networks 
with high bandwidth-delay products. On such networks, the data transfer can advance smoothly 
on a flow and/or error controlled connection, if the sender gets timely status reports. 
Therefore, the sender should have several status requests outstanding, at any moment. 
However, when a data packet is lost, the sender obtains a report of the gap for each request and 
retransmits the data repeatedly - unless a method to avoid redundant retransmission is added. 

Performance evaluation methods can offer part of the answer. Simplified models used for 
the evaluations may not be able to catch some less obvious elements of the protocol behavior. 
In fact, one may question the accuracy of the models, because they might correspond to the 
intended behavior of the protocol mechanisms, not to the actual one. 

The observation of simulations may offer a better ground for identifying the situations when 
the protocol behaves inefficiently, the cause of the inefficiency and the adequate solution. 
Verification can be associated with performance measurements, during simulations of the 
specification with time parameters (Dembinski, 1987). 

4.2 Model of an observed simulation run 

An observation of a simulation run consists of: 
• a set of components of the global situations, called observed objects, 
• a set of events, representing a selection of significant changes in the state of the objects, 
• a set of observers that check the objects after each computation step and detect the events. 
The verified function is modeled as a black box with an interface where its activity can be 

observed. The interface covers a distributed system, consisting of the components that perform 
the function, in each protocol entity. 

The description of the intended behavior of this system can be associated to an observation. 
The interface of the system is the set of observed objects. Typically, they include a sub-set of 
status variables and interactions points of the modules involved. The set of observed events 
consists of interactions with the function's environment: communications with other modules, 
by messages, or with other local mechanisms, by shared variables. 
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The intended behavior of the function is descn'bed by causality relations defined on the set 
of events and by assertions. The causality relations specifY the allowed sequences of events. 
The assertions are constraints for the values of the observed objects (modified either by the 
verified function, or by other local mechanisms), that must hold during phases defined by the 
occurrence of events. The function is verified during the simulations by an automaton derived 
from this set of constraints. After each computation step the observers check the objects to 
detect events, then the current set of properties is verified. This approach, detailed in the next 
section, can manage complex behaviors, that do not allow a direct implementation of the 
automaton from the informal description (Algayres, 1991), due to the large number of states. 
The analysis of the behavior and the derivation of the automaton are much simpler than for an 
approach that uses a set of properties expressed with a temporal logic (Groz, 1989). 

The behavior of the specification, for some observation, can be conceived as a labeled 
transition system (LTS) S1={QJ.E,Tj.q01}, where QJ is a finite set of states and q01 the initial 
state, Eisa finite set of labels, TJr;;;,QrxExQJ is a labeled transition relation. 

Let us assume that the verified function can be represented as a finite automaton (FA) with 
the structure S2={Q2,E,T2,qo2•F:Jl, where Q2 is a finite set of states, Eisa finite alphabet of 
symbols, T F-Q2xExQ2 is a labeled transition relation, q02eQ2 is the initial state and F F-Q2 is 
a set of designated states (final or success states). 

A finite word w=a1a2···a,. weE*, is recognized (or accepted) by the FA if and only if there 
exists a computation of the FA, q~al ql~a2 ... qn-l~an qn and qneF2. We say that a 
specification fulfills a function if all the finite words labeling a transition sequence of L TS S 1 
are accepted by the FA S 2 (only finite behaviors can be studied by simulation). 

The finite automaton is completely specified if for 'VqeQ2 and "'eeE, 3q'eQ2 such that 
(q,e,q?eT2. For verification pwpose, the model of the function is modified to become a 
complete automaton, by addition oftransitions, for all the pairs (q,e)eQ2xEnot covered by T2, 
to a set Qe of error states, QenQ2=0. 

In the complete FA, called verification automaton, for any qeQ2 and for any eeE, there 
exists a transition (q,e,q?eT2c• with q'eQ2c, Q2c= Q2uQe. interpreted as follows: 

• 1f q'eQ2, the transition corresponds to a correct evolution, in the process of achieving a 
task. The states Q2 are called accepting states (i.e., the sequence of events that leads from 
state q0 to a state q'eQ2 is the prefix of an accepted word). 

• 1f q'eF F-Q2, the transition corresponds to the accomplishment of a task. The states F2 are 
called success (final) states. Stepping through such states, during a cyclic, long enough 
execution, is considered mandatory. 

• 1f q'eQe, the transition corresponds to an abnormal evolution of the automaton. The states 
Qe are called e"or states and no further evolution is allowed. 

The observed simulation, can be conceived as an execution of the synchronous product 
SP={Q,E,T.qo.F}, of the transition system S1={QJ.E.Tbq01}, corresponding to the behavior of 
the specification, and the verification automaton S2c=fQ2c-E,T2coq02•F:Jl, derived from the 
description of the verified function. The synchronous product SP is defined as: 

Q = QlxQ2c• qo =(qob qoJJ. F = Q1xF2 and Tr;;;,QxExQ defined by 
(qb q:J) ~e (qJ", q2? iff ql~e qJ" and q2~e q/, for qb qJ"eQJ and q2, q/eQ2c· 

The synchronous product executes a transition with label e if each system executes a 
transition with the same label e. The sequences of events generated by the specification S1 are 
accepted if they lead to success states, q EF. 
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Observed simulations of repeated runs of a set of relevant scenarios, with random variation 
of some simulation parameters, can thus offer a partial, "on the fly", verification of the 
specification. An execution is successful and the simulation continues with another one, if 
success states are reached, or it fails and the simulation stops, if the verification automaton 
reaches an error state, a deadlock stops the execution or the number of allowed computation 
steps expires. The additional constraint that the system must reach a final state for a given 
number of firing steps (called the simulation credit) allows the detection of livelocks. 

4.3 Description of the verified function 

Causality relations 
Let E denote the set of events for an observation of the verified system and T 0 the observation 
moments, a set of discrete, fully ordered, values (e.g., values of a computation step counter). 
At some observation moment, one or several events may be observed, or none at all. The 
(observed) occurrence of an event is assumed to be unique. Sis the set of traces, consisting of 
the sequences of events or groups of events observed during the simulation runs. 

An event e is causally related to a set of events De c E-{e} if its occurrence may be 
influenced by the occurrence or non-occurrence of events De. 

For a trace a, at the moment teT0 , the occurrence operators associate boolean values to 
each event. The operators are defined as follows: 

() :Ex S x T0 ~{True, False}, 
eeE ~ (e,a, t) = true, if event e occurred at some 1: < t, 'tET0 , on trace a, and 

false, otherwise. 
[ 1: Ex S x T0 ~{True, False}, 
eeE ~ [e,a, t1 = true, if event e occurred at some 1: ~ t, 1:eT0 , on trace a, and 

false, otherwise. 

Other occurrence conditions, for one or several events, can be obtained by building boolean 
expressions with the logical operators -,, A, v : 

-, (e 1, a, t) is true if event e 1 never occurred before evaluation timet. 
-, [e 1· a, t1 is true if event e 1 never occurred, neither before evaluation timet, nor at t. 
(e 1, a, t) " (e2, a, t) is true if both events, e 1 and e2, occurred at some moments, before the 

evaluation timet. 
(e 1· a, t) v (e2, a, t) is true if any of the events, e 1 or e2, occurred at some moments, before 

the evaluation time t. 

The condition for the allowed occurrence of an event e, can be specified with such a 
boolean expression. The operator [ 1 can express conditions for couples of causally related 
events that may be observed, for some simulation runs, at the same moment. 

Let Fe(DeJ be the expression that specifies the dependence of the event eon the events from 
the set De, called the causality dependence formula. The set De and the formula Fe(DeJ can be 
minimized, based on the mutual relations between the events in De. We can now define the 
causality relation between the event e and the events De, denoted Fe(DeJ ~ e, as follows: 

For all traces, the event e may occur at some moment t if and only if the causality 
dependence formula Fe(DeJ evaluates to true at the moment t. 

Assuming that the trace and the evaluation moment are implicit, we can simplify the 
notation by indicating just the event name in the formula. Several examples of simple causality 
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relations are given in the following (figure 4 shows a graphical representation): 
• Enabling by e r either (e 1) ~ e, or [e 11 ~ e. 

De={e 1J. Fe(DeJ=(e 1, u, t) or Fe(DeJ=[e J, u, tj. The occurrence of event e 1 is a 
condition for the occurrence of event e. In other words, event e is enabled by event e 1, so 
it may never appear before event e 1, in any trace. 

• Disabling by e r either --, (e 1)~ e, or --, [e 11 ~ e. 
De={e 1}. Fe(DeJ= --, (e 1, u, t) or Fe(DeJ= --, [e 1, u, tj. The non-occurrence of event e 1 
is a condition for the occurrence of event e. In other words, event e is disabled by event e 1, 
so it may never appear after event e 1, in any trace. 

• Conjunction of enabling bye 1 and e2: one of (e 1) 1\ (e:J) ~ e, (e 1) "[e2] ~ e, etc. 
De={e 1.e2), Fe(DeJ= (e 1, u, t) 1\ (e2, u, t), etc. The occurrence ofboth events, e 1 and e2, 
is a condition for the occurrence of event e. 

• Disjunction of enabling bye 1 or e2: one of (e 1) v (e:J) ~ e, (e 1) v [e2] ~ e, etc. 
De={e 1.e2), Fe(DeJ= (e 1, u, t) v (e2, u, t), etc. The occurrence of any of the two events, 
e 1 or e 2, is a condition for the occurrence of event e. 

The predefined events begin and end are used to specify the beginning and the termination 
of the behavior, respectively. The initial, unconstrained events are "enabled" by begin and the 
occurrence of the final events enable the event end. The allowed sequences of events are given 
by the complete set of causality relations, defined for E u {begin, end}. Developments related 
to the composition of behaviors can be found in (Vissers, 1993). The definition of the causality 
formula differs, but the approaches have a common basis. 

Figure 4 Graphical representation of several causality relations: a) (e 1) ~e. b) [e J1 ~e. 
c) --, (e1) ~e. d) --, [e1J ~e. e) (e1) 1\ (e:J) ~e. f) (e1) v (e:J) ~e. 

Assertions 
The assertions specify boolean conditions on the values of the observed objects. They are either 
invariants, or temporary constraints, that must hold at some observation moments, defined 
relative to event occurrences. 

Let T0 be the observation moments, u = VtJ. Vt2• ... , Vtn• tieT0 , the sequence of values 
observed during a simulation, for the set of observed objects, and C a set of boolean conditions 
for some objects. A parameter teT0 is associated with a condition, to indicate the evaluation 
moment, using the (evaluation) time operator: 

() : C x S x T0 ~{True, False), with Sa set of traces. 
c e C ~ c(u, t) = True, if the formula c evaluates to true for the value Vt on trace u. 

False, otherwise. 

The events are observed at the set of moments Te!;;; T0 . The moment of the occurrence of 
event eon trace u is given by the function 1:: Ex S ~ Te. 
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For example, the duration of the constraint ceC with respect to the occurrences of the 
events e;eE and ejeE, at the moments t; = t(e;,a) and f_j = t(ej,a), is expressed as follows: 

c(a, t) ('dt)(t ~ t; 1\ t ~ tj holds if, fort;~ f_j, 'Vte[t;, f_j]~ T0 formula c(a, t) holds. 
c(a, t) (3 t)(t ~ t; At~ tj holds if, fort;~ f_j , 3 te[t; , f_j]~ T0 and formula c(a, t) holds. 

If not applicable, the temporal restriction is dropped, e.g., an invariant condition is expressed 
as c(a, t) (<It) . As the properties must hold for any trace, the parameter that specifies the trace 
will not be indicated in the following, to simplify the denotation. 

Example: description of the XTP graceful close 
The control flow diagram of the XTP graceful close, for one data stream, is depicted in figure 
5. The verification focuses on the modules SENDER and RECEIVER. The XTP entities 
communicate through an unreliable medium, so that packet sending and receiving appear as 
distinct events. The observed objects consist of interactions (service primitives and XTP 
packets), drawn on the border of the modules, and ofintemal variables (table 1), drawn inside 
the modules. Table 2 lists the events and figure 6 shows the causality relations. 

Figure 5 Control flow diagram and events for the graceful close mechanism. 

Table 1 Observed variables for XTP graceful close 

Variable Description 
loc_wc/s - flag set when a Close.request primitive is received (local_ wclose ). 
set wcls - flag set when the local_ wc/ose condition holds and all data has been sent. 

the following output packets carry the wc/ose flag set, indicating the 
closure of the data stream (set_wc/ose). 

rev wc/s - flag set when a packet is received with the wclose flag set (rev_ wclose ). 
set rcls - flag set when rev _wclose condition holds and all data has been received; 

the following output packets carry the rclose flag set, acknowledging the 
closure of the data stream (set_rclose). 

rev rc/s - flag set when a packet is received with the rclose flag set (rev _rclose ). 
/seq - sequence number of the next byte to send. 
eseq -sequence number of the next byte expected by the sender from the user. 
rseq - limit ofthe completely received data sequence. 
dseq -limit of the data sequence delivered to the user. 
hseq - highest received sequence number. 
mxseq - maximum sequence number on the data stream, derived from the amount 

of transferred data specified in the scenario. 
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Table 2 Selected events for XTP graceful close 

Event name: Description 
#cls_req CONTEXT received the Close.request primitive from the user. 
#eo snd CONTEXT sent all the user's data (up to the sequence number mxseq). 
#snd wcls CoNTEXT sent a (first) packet with wc/ose flag set (graceful close request). 
#rev wcls CONTEXT received a (first) packet with wclose flag set. 
#eo rev CONTEXT received all the data (up to the sequence number mxseq). 
#eo dlv CONTEXT delivered all data to the user (up to the sequence number mxseq). 
#cls ind CoNTEXT sent the Close. indication primitive to the user. 
#snd rcls CONTEXT sent a (first) packet with rc/ose flag set (close acknowledgement). 
#rev rcls CONTEXT received a (first) packet with rclose flag set. 
#cls cnf CONTEXT sent the Close. confirm primitive to the user. 

Figure 6 Causality relations for the graceful close mechanism. 

The minimized specification of the causality relations, corresponding to figure 6, is: 

Graceful close { 
begin~ #c/s_req; begin~ #eo_snd; 
[#c/s_req] 1\ [#eo_sndj ~ #snd_wc/s; (#snd_wc/s) ~ #rcv_wcls; 
(#eo_snd) ~#eo _rev; (#eo _rev) ~ #eo_dlv; 
[#eo_dlv] 1\ [#rcv_wc/sj ~ #cls_ind; 
[#eo _rev]" [#rcv_wc/sj ~ #snd_rcls; (#snd_rc/s) ~ #rcv_rc/s; 
(#snd _ wc/s) 1\ [#rev _rcls J ~ #cis_ cnf; 
[#cls_ind] 1\ [#cls_cnfl ~end;} 

The mechanism can be further characterized by a set of assertions. For example, the 
following properties should hold for control packets (seq and rseq are send and receive 
sequence numbers, respectively): 

((packet.type=cnt/) ~ ((packet.wclose) ~ (packet.seq = mxseq)))(t) ('itt) 
((packet.type=cnt/) ~ ((packet.rclose) ~ (packet.rseq = mxseq)))(t) ('itt) 

Control packets with the wclose flag set should carry the sequence number seq equal to 
mxseq and control packets with the rclose flag set should acknowledge, by rseq, all the sent 
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data. Furthermore, one may be interested to check that the graceful close handshake is initiated 
without delay (e.g., by the data packet carrying the last data segment) and the closure of the 
stream is correctly indicated by all the subsequent packets (dlen is the size of a data segment): 

f= (packet.type=cnt/) v ((packet.type=data) "(packet.seq+packet.dlen)=mxseq)) 
(/-==> packet.wc/ose)(t) (Vt)( t?. t(#c/s_req) "t?. t(#eo _snd)) 

4.4 Graceful close failure scenario 

Figure 7 illustrates an example of failure of the graceful close mechanism, found by the 
verification automaton during extensive simulations (the event #snd_rcls is detected before the 
event #eo _rev). The failure may occur during the transfer of a sequence of n DATA packets 
(data segments dt0 ... dtn_ 1) ended with a DATA (wclose, sreq) packet (segment dtn), that 
initiates the graceful close of the stream. Suppose that: 

• the DATA (wc/ose, sreq) packet and a previous DATA packet (segment dt;) are lost and 
• the sender gets an EcNTL packet indicating the gap corresponding to dt;. 
In figure 7, this scenario is depicted for n = 2 and fori= 0. 

TCLSreq(dt) ... 

DATA(rclose,seq=mO,dtO 

DATA(rclose, sreq, seq=ml, dtl) 

DATA(wc1ose, rc1ose, sreq, seq=m2, dt2 
state( sender )=close 

DATA(wclose, rclose, sreq, seq=mO, dtO 

4lll TCLScnft???) 

state( sender )=inactive 
release context 

ECNTL(wclose, rseq=mO, gaps:dtO) 

( dtl stored) 

--..-. CNTL(wclose, rclose, end, rseq=m2) 

state( receiver )=deliver 
TCLSind( dtO,dtl) ... 

state( receiver )=inactive 
release context 

Figure 7 Example offailure of a graceful close. The loss of the last segment of data, dt2, 
cannot be recovered (it is assumed that the other stream has already been closed). 

The sender is in the close state, so that, according to the XTP 3.6 definition, it will "set 
wclose bit on output packets": it retransmits the segment dt; in a packet with the wc/ose flag set. 
When this packet arrives at the receiver, it fills the gap and the complete sequence dt; ... dtn-l 
is delivered. As the receiver ignores that the segment dtn exists, it enters the inactive state. 

At the other end-point, the sender receives the rc/ose flag set, that completes the graceful 
close handshake, and it will also step to the inactive state. The data stream is closed, the loss of 
the last data segment cannot be recovered and it is completely ignored. 

The solution is to specify that a packet that carries data (FIRST, DATA) is allowed to carry 
the wclose flag set only if it contains the last data segment of the stream. This error was 
communicated to the editors of the XTP 4.0 definition, so that it was eliminated from the final 
text (however, the rule for the utilization ofwc/ose, in (XTP, 1995), page 61, should be made 
more accurate). 
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4.5 Implementation solutions 

The verification automaton uses a set of Edb scratch-pad variables, called event records, to 
keep track of the occurrence of each event. For example, for the implementation of the 
occurrence operator defined in section 4.3, an event record is a boolean variable that indicates 
whether the event occurred or not in the history of the simulation. 

The states of the automaton are given by the values of the event records. The transitions are 
implemented as a chain of Edb observers, that read the observed objects at each computation 
step, detect the event(s) and verify the current set of properties. The causality relations and the 
temporal limits of the assertions become boolean expressions with event records. If an event is 
detected, its record is updated and the causality relation is checked. Then, the assertions that 
must hold in the current state of the automaton are verified. 

The synchronous product model assumes equal granularity for the observed behavior and 
for the verification automaton. In general, some sequences of actions of the verified function 
can be executed either in one, or in several computation steps, by one Estelle transition, or by 
several transitions. We may have to deal with situations when events occur in groups. Such 
situations were taken into account in the definition of the causality relations. The compound 
events have also to be treated at the implementation of the verification automaton. 

The implementation can be optimized by organizing the events in groups associated to the 
same module instance. Thus, only the group for the module instance that executed a transition 
in the last computation step has to be checked. By configuring dynamically the chain of enabled 
observers, the checking of events or assertions that are not interesting anymore can be avoided. 

The following example of observer checks for an event at interaction point ip _id, belonging 
to the module instance iinst_nb, endpoint of a link from the module instance oinst_nb (the 
module may output several interactions with the same transition). The event is defined by a 
boolean expression on parameter par _id of interaction inter _id. The scratch-pad variable #ipql 
monitors changes of the contents of the ip _id queue; $/ins, $qs, $qi and $q are Edb functions: 

so { IF $lins=oinst_nb THEN\% checks last module instance identity 
IF $qs(iinst _ nb->ip _id)>#ipql \% checks current queue size 
THEN\% some interactions were output 

#n:=#ipql+ 1;\% #n ->first output interaction 
#ipql:=$qs(iinst _nb->ip _id);\% updates #ipql after output 
DO \% checks last output interaction(s) to detect the event 

IF#n>#ipql THEN exit; ELSE check_evO; #n:=#n+ 1; FI;\ 
OD;\ 

ELSE #ipql:=$qs(iinst _ nb->ip _id); \%updates #ipql 
FI;FI;} 

macro check_ ev { \% checks interaction #n to detect the event 
IF $qi(iinst_nb->ip _id, #n)=inter _id THEN\% checks interaction name 

IF boolean($q(iinst_nb->ip _id,#n,par _id->field_id)) \%event? 
THEN\% processes the event ... 

FI;FI;} 

The macro tsO, listed below, controls an extensive simulation. It consists of a cycle that 
initializes and runs the scenario repeatedly, until an error occurs or the operator stops the 
simulation. The observers for scenario generation and for the verification automaton are loaded 
separately, prior to the execution of the macro tsO. 
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macro ts {\ 
#halt:=false;\% user interrupt flag 
DO\% repeated execution of the scenario 

#rnd:=$random;\% save in #rnd the initial value of the random generator 
restart;\% specification initialization 
init_scO;\% macro- scenario initialization 
init_vaO;\% macro- verification automaton initialization 
$ft:=JOOO;\% firing steps credit initialization 
continue; \% observed execution of the scenario 
IF #halt THEN print "Interrupted !"; exit; FI; \% interrupted by operator 
IF $cft=O THEN print "live lock ? !"; exit; FI; \% firing steps credit exhausted 
IF $is_ deadlock THEN\% execution terminated 

checkO;\% checks final state for correct termination 
IF #err=O THEN print "ok !"ELSE print "error !"; display #err; exit; FI; I 

FI;\ 
\%interrupted by an observer (on error) 
IF $is_break THEN print "break?!"; display #err; exit; FI;\ 

OD;} 
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In this example, the scenario execution ends normally in a deadlock, after performing the 
requested service (alternatively, it can be stopped when the verification automaton reaches a 
final state). If macro checkO does not detect any error, the simulation continues with a new 
execution of the scenario. The initial value of the random generator, given by the Edb function 
$random, is stored in the scratch-pad variable #rnd, to identify a simulation run that ended with 
a failure of the verified function. All the random values used during the simulation are derived 
from #rnd (including the error generation in the MEDIUM module). 

5 CONCLUSIONS 

The paper presented validation and analysis methods, based on the observation of simulations 
of an Estelle specification. They were experimented during the development of an Estelle 
specification for XTP 4.0, starting from a partial, preliminary definition. 

Their contribution to the understanding of subtle situations in the cooperation of the 
protocol mechanisms was essential in the design of the new solutions. With a flexible simulation 
environment and easy implementation of simulation scenarios, fast feed-back was readily 
available, for improving the design. The automatic verifications during extensive simulations 
proved their efficacy by detecting complex failure scenarios, such as the error in the graceful 
close. This error was caused by the bad cooperation between two XTP mechanisms: error 
control and graceful close. It points out the importance of the ability of the verification method 
to capture the interactions between the protocol functions. 

Using the validation and analysis methods, a study of the effects and potential of the 
modified definitions was made and several solutions for achieving different protocol functions 
and service types were proposed and verified. Among others, a framework for more flext"ble 
and efficient synchronization procedures was defined (Catrina, 1995), which offered the basis 
of new algorithms ~or avoiding redundant retransmission and achieving reliable multicast. The 
efficacy evaluation for the protocol mechanisms needs a detailed behavior analysis, so that only 
part of it could be performed automatically. 
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Further study of the implementation of the verification automata is currently performed, in 
order to identify improvements of the Edb support, of the structure of the automaton and of 
the implementation algorithm. 
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